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It has been brought to our attention that, in Figure 2C of the article above, the in vivo recordings for P22 PRG-1 KOmice are identical.
Upon re-examination of the original recordings, we found that the recording from the right hemisphere was mistakenly used to also
represent the recording from the left hemisphere. All in vivo recordings and related figures were made by Sebastian Schuchmann.
The corrected figure with the appropriate recording for the left hemisphere is now presented below. This error was exclusive to P22
of Figure 2C and does not affect the article beyond Figure 2C, neither the original data underlying Figure 2C nor the description in
the Results section or the conclusions resulting from these data. We apologize for the mistake and for any inconvenience caused
to the readers, and we thank the alert reader who discovered the error.Cell 146, 1043, September 16, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1043
